
Step 3
After the Support brackets are all attached to the Desk feet, flip your desks 
right-side up, and move them into a rectangle formation where each Support 
bracket is facing toward the inside of the four desk arrangement.
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Step 2
On one pair, unscrew the outer two (2) screws from each RIGHT foot. Place 
Support bracket over the vacant holes, so that the tab is facing outward. Hold 
the Support bracket firmly against the outer wall, and reinsert the two (2) 
foot screws, and tighten down to attach.

Repeat this on the second pair of desks, but on the LEFT foot of each desk, 
with the Support bracket facing outward like before.

If there is nothing on your desks, you can flip them upside down to do this. If 
your desks have items on top or cannot be flipped, have a friend carefully tilt 
each desk so you can reach underneath the feet to complete this step.

Step 1
For connecting four desks together, split the group into two pairs of two 
desks each.

Step 4 
In the center of the formation, attach the Main bracket to each Support brack-
et using all eight (8) M6x10 Screws.

NOTE 

If you are planning to connect more UPLIFT Desks to your configuration and 
have purchased additional FRM018 kits, choose which side you are adding 
more desks to, gather up all of your Support brackets and repeat steps 2 and 
3, on each of the desk’s outer legs. If connecting more than four desks, attach 
Main brackets only after all Support brackets have been attached. 

Once you have exhausted your supply of Support brackets and Main brackets 
and you have connected all of your desks, continue to Step 5 on the other 
side of this page.
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CAUTION: Read all instructions before assembly. Failure to assemble properly may result in 
damage or personal injury.

CAUTIONS & WARNINGS!

!

Step 6 
Congratulations! All of your workstations are connected to give you a Multi-Desk 
Bench System. 

Step 5 
Once all of the desks are connected with the Main and Support brackets,  
turn your attention to the gaps between the feet on the outermost legs. 

Loosen the two Leveling studs or casters at these gaps. Note: You do not 
need to remove the Leveling studs or casters, they just need to be loosened 
enough to slide the End bracket around the threaded stem.

Now, place the End brackets around the Leveling stud/caster’s stem, then 
re-tighten the studs or casters to secure the bracket to the two feet.


